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Abstract—Multiple outages in major mobile networks have
been reported in the recent past. In fixed and datacenter networks
such capacity problems are solved by scaling out, i.e. purchasing
additional hardware. In mobile networks this is not as easily
possible as network components are usually sold as sealed
middleboxes. With the advances in server performance and SDN
it has been suggested to virtualize these boxes. This also opens up
opportunities to dimension according to current load and save
energy by switching off parts of the infrastructure.
Such suggestions immediately raise questions on the cost of
virtualization. To answer this, we introduce models for both a
traditional as well as a virtualized GGSN. In addition, we provide
distributions for the load experienced at the GGSN based on
network measurements. With this at hand, we study the influence
of different dimensioning parameters on important performance
metrics, with special consideration for the impact of provisioning
new instances for the virtual GGSN.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increased importance of smart phones, mobile
networks are currently experiencing rapid growth. Compared
to a fixed access provider additional aspects have to be taken
into account when dimensioning a mobile network. First and
most prominent is the planning of radio access cells —
their coverage, frequency selection, and backhaul, i.e., the
connection to the operator’s network. Radio network planning
research and tools readily exist to help solve this problem
[1]. Albeit of equal importance, there is much less public
knowledge and research on the second aspect in setting up
the mobile network: setting up and dimensioning the core
network. Consisting of a large number of specialized network
nodes in need of careful tuning to each other, correctly putting
together the core is no small feat. The reason for this is the
large number of services incorporated into the protocol stack
— e.g., authentication, accounting, or monitoring — and the
amount of state, that needs to be held and signaled throughout
the network, coming with it.
One major metric to consider in this core dimensioning
is the number of supported tunnels, i.e., connections to the
Internet, of the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The
GGSN’s performance depends on factors like customers to
serve, applications in the network, user behavior and devices
used. During dimensioning, these factors are either unknown
or subject to change as user behavior evolves. But these
network components are sold as static middleboxes and cannot
not be easily extended with of-the-shelf hardware in order to

account for new requirements. The newly introduced concept
of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [2] suggests to
harness technologies from cloud computing in the network.
This would allow network operators to scale out, i.e., using
additional low performance machines, instead of scaling up,
which requires them to replace existing hardware with more
powerful components.
The contribution of this work is threefold. First, we introduce models for both a traditional GGSN as well as a
virtual GGSN using NFV. Second, we provide distributions
for GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) tunnel interarrival times
and durations. Finally, we study performance trade-offs when
using a virtual GGSN, discussing different options to consider
when using a virtual GGSN.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a brief
explanation of the involved 3G infrastructure and general
behavior of mobile networks. An overview of the related work
is also included. We present our two models in Section III.
Afterwards, Section IV consists of a short description of
the dataset that was used and the relevant evaluations and
conclusions drawn from the data. Afterwards, we evaluate the
numerical results and implications of the queuing simulation
in Section V. The paper concludes in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
This section provides the necessary background on topics
important for the remainder of the paper including General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) basics and related work.
A. GPRS & UMTS Fundamentals
UMTS is specified by the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP), with relevant parts for this investigation found
in Technical Specification (TS) 23.060 [3], which defines the
network’s basic aspects involving GPRS protocols and its
system architecture, and TS 29.060 [4], describing the specifics
of GTP across the Gn and Gp interfaces.
The Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and the GGSN
are the main components in the core’s packet switched domain.
The SGSN serves mainly as mobility anchor, the GGSN
represents the gateway to the public Internet and is responsible
for most connection and transmission related management. All
user traffic between these nodes is encapsulated in a tunnel and
managed with explicit GTP signaling.

Tunnel state is kept in the SGSN and GGSN as Packet Data
Protocol (PDP) Context data structures. These contain various
information, such as the device’s IP address, International
Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), and a tunnel identifier.
Usually, any user-plane IP traffic is transported within a primary “best effort” tunnel. The GTP signaling, responsible for
the context management interactions, contains procedures for
managing data paths, Mobile Station (MS) locations, mobility,
and, of course, tunnels. Of relevancy to this paper are the
tunnel management request/response message pairs involved
in the maintenance of PDP Contexts.
B. Related Work
This work is a continuation of our previous evaluations
conducted in [5], [6]. Besides these, there is to our knowledge no other directly preceding literature to this paper’s
novel models. Still, efforts have been made to investigate the
special properties of mobile networks and its traffic. These
include attempts to infer control plane behavior through active
measurements at the mobile device or synthetic traces and
investigations of user traffic characteristics by means of real
3G core network traces. The authors of [7] discuss cross-layer
interactions in mobile cellular networks and the consequences
for device energy consumption and radio channel allocation
efficiency.
Looking at the multitude of radio network control state
machines, we find in [8] some simple yet effective application layer methods investigating transitions of these state
machines.This is further elaborated on by [9] in order to
analyze the radio signaling load and thus power efficiency
from several different applications.
Having access to core network datasets, the authors of [10],
[11] both take the approach of looking at high-level user traffic
characteristics, focusing on temporal and spatial variations of
user traffic volume and investigating the influence of different
devices on this metric. Additional user flow and session traffic
metrics are being studied in [12] with the conclusion that, in
comparison to wired traffic, short flows are occurring more
frequently. In 2006, a core network measurement study of
various user traffic related patterns was conducted, providing
an initial insight into PDP context activity and durations [13].
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Fig. 1: Model of a Traditional GGSN
The queuing theory equivalent to this model is displayed in
Figure 1. New tunnels requests arrive according to a Poisson
distribution with a rate of λ(t) at the GGSN, which has a
maximum tunnel capacity of cc . When the capacity is reached,
blocking will occur and newly incoming tunnels are rejected.
Traditionally, GGSNs can be expected to be overdimensioned
in such a way, that this rarely happens. If an incoming tunnel
request is accepted, one of the GGSN’s serving units will be
occupied for the tunnel’s duration of µ(t). The duration is
assumed to be of an arbitrary non-Markovian service time
distribution. Together this results in a non-stationary Erlang
loss model, or M (t)/G/cc /0.
In order to give QoS guarantees the network operator is
interested in the system’s blocking probability pB , which we
consider to be a key metric of our model. Additionally, the
previously described diurnal patterns can also be modeled by
adjusting the arrival and serving process distributions for each
time of day. This alternatively also allows just to investigate
the busy hour and thus the system’s peak load.
A. GGSN using Network Function Virtualization
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III. M ODEL
In this section we provide a model for a traditional GGSN
and discuss a model for a virtual GGSN using NFV. In
NFV [2] static network middleboxes are replaced by commodity hardware. The tasks solved by the original middleboxes
are then handled by dedicated software. The generic queuing
theoretic model is based on observations drawn from the
measurement set provided in Sec. IV. As such, any properties
outside these observations are not reflected.
While internally a traditional GGSN may consist of multiple individual servers, it acts as a monolithic entity from an
outside point of view. Therefore, idle portions of it can neither
be deactivated nor reused for other purposes. This first model
is based on this monolithic idea.
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Fig. 2: Model of a GGSN using Network Function Virtualization
In the second model, we introduce concepts from NFV, i.e.,
the idea to replace middleboxes with commodity hardware.
This allows us to realize benefits from cloud computing, as
we are now able to scale out instead of up. The assumptions

IV. T HE DATA
In order to evaluate the newly introduced models we use
data collected from a nation-wide mobile operator. This allows
for precise core network evaluations and the creation of
statistical fits for the observed processes. In this section we
first describe the dataset used for the evaluation and afterwards
we derive the random variables required for our models.
A. Dataset Description
All data was collected by the Measurement and Traffic
Analysis in Wireless Networks (METAWIN) monitoring system [14] with measurement probes located at the Gn interface
within the core network, enabling broad access to signaling.
For this investigation we exclusively use GTP protocol data
which was fully anonymized to meet privacy requirements.
The dataset used in our evaluation is a week-long trace
from the third week of April 2011. It contains 410 million
GTP tunnel management transactions, and was tapped at one
of the operator’s GGSN locations, handling about half of the
operator’s total traffic volume in this period.
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Fig. 3: Empirical and exponentially fitted CDFs of the tunnel
interarrival duration by time of day. CDFs are overlapping as
the coefficient of determination is close to 1.
B. Statistical Evaluation
Using this dataset, we can now compare the processes in
our proposed models with the empirical distributions from
actual data. First, we take a look at the tunnel interarrival
time in Figure 3. The arrivals show a strong diurnal effect,
closely resembling patterns also present in user plane traffic.
In the data we see a decline of arrivals, i.e., longer interarrivals,
late in the night and during the early morning hours with a
peak rate in the afternoon and early evening. To represent
this time-of-day dependence in the model, the measurement
was split into the four time slots displayed in the figure.
Each slot was then fitted with an exponential distribution
with the rates λ given in Table I for the four time slots.
The fitted functions match the empirical data, with some
deviation present at the left tail but overall with a correlation
coefficient approaching positive 1. Next, we consider the

CDF

of the Markov arrival process λ(t) and the serving time
distributions µ(t) are carried over. However, instead of one
server processing every tunnel, this model assumes that there
are up to smax virtualized servers si . Each of these can be
much smaller than the traditional GGSN, having a tunnel
serving capacity of ci  cc and a total system capacity of
cmax = smax × ci .
To increase efficiency all but a small portion of the server
instances can be initially turned off. Only when a certain
condition is reached, a new one needs to be provisioned. For
example, one could always hold one instance in reserve for
upcoming requests and provision as soon as the reserver gets
used. Similar rules should apply in the shutdown of servers
and should form a hysteresis together with the boot condition.
If these conditions are not carefully selected and are in
tune with the expected boot time of an instance, additional
blocking could occur. Despite not having reached its maximum
capacity, this system will still reject tunnel requests during the
provisioning phase when no tunnel slots are free. This could
be remedied by a request queue. However, this makes the
system more complex without providing real benefit, as mobile
devices usually just repeat their attempts when the request is
taking too long.
To place incoming tunnel state on one of the available
servers and manage the servers a load balancer or hypervisor
is required. To ensure, that the system can scale down to its
actual needs, the balancer should place tunnels on servers, that
are the fullest, keeping the reserve free. It may even migrate
tunnel state from almost empty servers away so that these can
be shut down, when certain conditions are fulfilled. Keeping
instance close to their capacity should also have no impact on
the performance a mobile device associated to a specific tunnel
experiences. Adequate strategies for both load balancing and
migration will be considered in future work.
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Fig. 4: Empirical and fitted CDFs of the tunnel duration by
time of day with fitted rational functions.
duration the PDP Context state, which accompanies any GTP

tunnel, is held at the GGSN. Fig. 4 shows the tunnel durations
split up for the time of day. There is once again a slight
diurnal effect present, albeit with shifted peaks. Longer tunnels
tend to occur at night, shorter tunnels during midday. For
the model a distribution fit of the tunnel duration was also
desired. However, none of the basic probability distributions
(including exponential, gamma, and Weibull distributions) fit
the tunnel duration well enough. We assume, that this can be
attributed to the correlation of the tunnel duration to a large
number of external factors, including user behavior, networkspecific timers and procedures. All of which introduce artifacts
and make it difficult to fit any distribution against. To get
some kind of approximate mathematical representation of this
distribution regardless, we attempted a rational function fit
using Eureqa [15]. Table I additionally displays the generated
functions which were fitted to the inverse CDF1 . Both the
CDFs in Fig. 4 as well as the Pearson correlation coefficients
confirm the goodness of the fitted functions.
TABLE I: Parameters for the exponentially distributed interarrival times and corresponding Pearson correlation coefficients as well as the inverse functions fitted to the empirical
duration distribution and correlation coefficients of the fit.
Time of Day

λ

Rarr

0h-5h

10.67

Inverse Fitted Duration
Function
0.99 0.91 − 60.61y − 3498.78y 3 −

6h-11h

24.53

0.99

12h-17h

29.25

0.99

18h-23h

23.49

0.98

1+

110.70y+2289.94y 3
y−1.00
117.48y − 368.64y 2 −
1720.13y 4
y−1.00

0.95 + 69.49y +

0.91

81146.10y 3 +1.08×106 y 5
805−802.01y
2936.93y 4
+ 82.05y − 1.94y−1.95

TABLE II: Manipulation check for the experimental factors
based on one-way ANOVA.
F (2, 1275)

ηp2

p

Cohen’s Cohen’s
f2
ω̂ 2

blocking probability
maxTunnels
maxInstances
startstopDuration

15601.53 0.993 < 0.001
10218.17 0.986 < 0.001
0.86 0.003
0.482

26.73
1.06
0.00

0.96
0.51
0.00

mean tunnel count
maxTunnels
maxInstances
startstopDuration

20448.34 0.994 < 0.001
13348.25 0.989 < 0.001
2.87 0.009
0.022

27.71
1.06
0.00

0.96
0.51
0.00

0.99

duced. Whilst our measurements provided us with information
on the frequency of new tunnels and the duration they remain
active, we have no reliable information on the number of
active tunnels the GGSN can support. Thus, in a first step, we
dimension the GGSN in such a way that a suitable blocking
probability pB can be achieved.
To obtain a baseline dimensioning, we perform a simulation
study that considers the impact of an increasing load offer
on the blocking probability. We find that for the normalized
interarrival time no blocking is occurring if we allow for more
than 5000 parallel tunnels. Thus, we consider the range of
4000 to 5000 parallel tunnels to be of special interest for the
remainder of the study.
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B. Virtual GGSN

Rdur
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V. N UMERICAL E VALUATION
We implement2 the models introduced in Sec. III using a
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) with the SimPy [16] package
as foundation. To be in line with the measurement data we
consider a simulation time of seven days for all simulation
scenarios, with a transient phase of 60 minutes accounted for.
Ten replications of each scenario were performed. All error
bars given in this section show the 5% and 95% quantiles of
all replications.
In Sec. V-A we use the measurements introduced in Sec. IV
in order to dimension a traditional GGSN as a baseline for
all further studies. Based on these results, in Sec. III-A we
examine the effects of NFV by scaling out instead of up in
Sec. V-B through a virtual GGSN model. Finally, we arrive
at a more realistic version of the virtual GGSN by taking the
start up and shut down times into account in Sec. V-C.
A. Traditional GGSN
With the help of the interarrival times and duration of
tunnels we study the traditional GGSN model previously intro1 The inverse CDF was chosen as target to be able to directly use them in
the random number generator in our simulation.
2 https://github.com/fmetzger/ggsn-simulation/

In order to study the feasibility of the virtual GGSN
approach discussed in Sec. III-A, we compare the performance
indicators of the virtual GGSN with that of a traditional
GGSN. To this end, the virtual GGSN is simulated in varying
configurations. The number of servers and supported tunnels
per server is chosen in such a way that the results can be
compared with those obtained from our study of the traditional
GGSN.
In the virtual GGSN model, servers are activated and
deactivated on demand, while in the traditional GGSN model,
the single server is always on. Generally, deactivating server
instances reduces energy consumption and frees up inactive
servers for other use. Thus, the number of active servers is a
relevant performance metric. In order to analyze the influence
of the different model parameters on the performance metrics,
we perform a one-way ANOVA analysis with the results
collected in Tab. II. High values for ηp2 and Cohen’s f 2 [17]
indicate that the main influence for both the blocking probability and mean number of tunnels is the maximum number of
tunnels n and servers Smax , i.e., the total number of possible
concurrent tunnels in the system. In Fig. 5 the Culmulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the number of active servers
for four different virtual GGSN configurations is displayed.
We observe, that increasing the number of supported tunnels
per server allows a larger percentage of servers to be shut
down or used for other tasks. This demonstrates the capability
to scale the virtualized model in two dimensions quite well.
Next, we take a look at the blocking probability of the virtual
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Fig. 5: Impact of the maximum number of tunnels and servers
on number of active servers in the virtual GGSN model.

probability and mean resource utilization. We observe that
by increasing the number of servers, i.e., scaling out, the
blocking probability can be decreased, while maintaining a
relatively low mean resource utilization. In addition to the
previous effects, we notice that a higher start up and shut
down time causes a slight increase in blocking probability for
servers with low tunnel capacity. To study this behavior in
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Fig. 8: Influence of start up and shut down time on blocking
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Fig. 6: Relative increase of blocking probability compared to
the traditional GGSN; 4500 maximum tunnels per server being
on a single server, 150 on 30, and 75 on 60 servers.

GGSN system in Fig. 6 and compare it to the results from
the traditional GGSN model dimensioned for 4500 concurrent
tunnels. We observe that the blocking probability increases by
a factor of 1.48 — albeit at a still very low absolute scale — if
the capacity of each server is set to 75, i.e. 1/60 of the original
server capacity, while 27 of all 60 servers can be turned of
or used for other purposes at 50% of the time. We conclude,
that choosing more powerful servers decreases the blocking
probability but reduces the potential to disable servers.
C. Impact of startup and shutdown times
In this section, we first consider the impact of different
boot and shut down times, for example if fast flash storage
is used, on resource utilization and blocking probabilities.
Afterwards, the influence of varying server start and stop times
on a fixed combination of maximum tunnels and servers in
the system is examined. Fig. 7 shows scenarios with 40 and
100 number of virtual GGSN instances surmounting to a total
tunnel capacity between 1000 to 5000. We study the impact
of selecting different tunnel capacities per virtual instance
as well as start up and shut down times on the blocking

more detail, we focus on a specific scenario in Fig. 8, where
5000 total tunnels should be supported by the system. In order
to achieve this goal, we consider three types of instances,
with the server capacity varying between 50 and 500. In each
case we change the start up and shut down time between 1
and 5 minutes. Lower server capacities combined with higher
start up and shut down times increase the blocking probability.
This is can in part be attributed to the simplistic instance start
up threshold mechanism used in the model, which does not
take the additional capacity gained by activating an additional
server into account. If smaller instances are to be used, for
example because they are cheaper than large instances, start
up delay should be kept minimal or an appropriate instance
management strategy has to be chosen.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated models and trade-offs for
virtualizing components of the mobile core network. We first
discussed a novel approach to mobile core network load
modeling based on the control plane load at the GGSN. The
non-stationary Erlang loss model M (t)/G/cc /0 is based on
the currently implemented state of the network architecture
and backed by an evaluation of actual data. This can serve
as a baseline reference to plan and dimension mobile network
accordingly, not just based on expected user traffic as traditionally. To improve scaling in the future, we proposed a new
and virtualizable approach for GGSNs. We presented random
variables to model load in a GGSN based on measurement data
from the network of a nation-wide mobile service provider
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Fig. 7: Trade-off between blocking probability and mean resource utilization with regard to maximum number of servers,
maximum number of tunnels per server, and start up and shut down time.

and made them available for reuse. Finally, we evaluate the
model using a queuing simulation. We have shown, that the
system’s blocking probability is roughly equal to the singleserver model but in addition achieves large efficiency gains,
even when subjected to rudimentary provisioning conditions
and long boot times. The model also has the ability to very
easily scale out one’s infrastructure by simply adding more
small servers, reducing operational overhead. Implementing
this model in an actual network might need considerable future
effort and adaptation of existing infrastructure, protocols and
standards. But if done correctly it could lead to new GGSNas-a-Service business models, removing the need to provide
and operate large amounts of infrastructure for rare cases of
peak load.
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